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INTRODUCTION 
Let (02, S, a) be a system consisting of a von Neumann algebra a, a semi- 
group S and an action 01: S x a+ @. We continue in this paper the study 
of the existence of invariant (invariant with respect to a) normal positive 
functionals on 6Y begun in [3]. We shall freely make use of the notations of [3]. 
In [3], we considered the case when 5’ was a left amenable semigroup and (Y. 
an antirepresentation of S as normal positive contractions on G?. In this 
paper we consider S to be amenable and 01 an antirepresentation of S as 
normal *homomorphisms on 0Z into GZ (i.e., for each s E S, 01~ is a normal 
*homomorphism and ast = ata,). For a given normal positive linear functional 
9s on G?, we investigate conditions for the existence of an S-invariant normal 
positive linear functional y on a such that p,, < v (or q0 N v). As a con- 
sequence, we get conditions for G! to be S-finite. 
RESULTS 
Let T be a normal *homomorphism on a von Neumann algebra a into GZ 
such that T is injective and T(I) = I. Then the image of &E under T is a von 
Neumann algebra [I, p. 54, Corollary 21 and hence TA 3 0 if and only if 
A > 0. Moreover TE is a projection if and only if E is a projection. Conse- 
quently we have the following trivial property (*) which plays an important 
part in our Lemma I. 
(*) T(E A F) = TE A TF (E A F denotes the inf of two projections 
E and F). 
* Part of this paper are contained in the author’s Ph.D. thesis under the supervision 
of Professor E. E. Granirer to whom the author wishes to express his appreciation. 
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The following is Proposition 1 in [2], we bring it here for the sake of 
completeness. 
PROPOSITION A. Let S be an amenable semigroup and ,LL is an invariant mean 
on m(S). If f E m(S) is real and /.L( f) = 0, then for any a, , a2 ,..,, a, in S and 
S > 0 there are t, and t, in S such that 
and f(h) + f f (4) < 6. 
i=l 
Now we let 6Y denote a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, S an 
amenable semigroup, 01 an antirepresentation of S as normal *homomorphisms 
on GZ into 02, and v,, a normal positive linear functional on 0Z Since an amena- 
ble semigroup is left amenable and a *homomorphism is a positive con- 
traction, all results in [3] hold in our case. Moreover, the condition “UNITY is 
central for all s E S” can be replaced by “CJJ,, is central”. 
Let us state the following condition (I). 
(I) If E E 8, then C&E) > 0 + no sequence &>,“=r in S such that 
(Y~,E A (Y~,E = 0 for n # m. 
LEMMA 1. Let p E IM (see [3]) and define, for each A E GY, 
WI = ~L(~d4)). 
I f  (Ye is injective and CL,(I) = I for all s E S, then condition (I) implies ‘pO < $. 
If, in addition, q+,(E) = 0 implies M(cp,,(ol,E)) = 0 for all E E 8, then v0 - #. 
Proof. Suppose there is a E E B such that $(E) = 0 but q+,(E) > 6 > 0. 
Let 6, = 6/2k. Since the function qo(a,E) is real and p(yo(a,E)) = $(E) = 0, 
then, by Proposition A, there is s, E S such that gr,(olslE) < 6, . Let 
P, = E A aslE and %r = {PI}, then E - 2 @ Fi < E, where 2 @ 9r means 
the sum of all elements in 9r (from now on we let Z @ 9 to mean the sum 
of all elements of a family % of pairwise orthogonal projections). We also 
have tpo(Pl) < CJ+,(CL~,E) < 6, . Since 
0 G /-hME - z 0 %>>I 
G PL(%(~J)) 
=o 
and v,,(ol,(E - Z @ 9r)) is real, there is, by Proposition A, s2 E S such that 
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Let 
P2 = (E - z @ $1) A as2(E - z 0 91) and -4 = 91 u {PA}. 
Let 
and 
61 = e u {PA = e u {Pz 9 p21>* 
Then, by (i2), we have 
%(Pz) + %(PZl) < 62 * 
Since 
(is’) 
and RG~E - z 0 &d) is real, by Proposition A we again have s, E S such 
that 





Then, by (is), we have 
%PJ + %(P32) + %(P321) < *3 . (is7 
Ifs s 1 , 2 ,..., s, have been chosen with 3Qn-1)...21 a family of pairwise ortho- 
gonal projections, all of them less than or equal to E (where F1 , Fzl , F3,, 
as in the above), and 
5 %(pk(k-lb..~) < hc (ikl) 
i=l 
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where k = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
sQ+l)...l = qk-l)(k-2)...21 ” {Pk , Pk(k-1) 9-*-Y Pk(k-1b.d 
with 1 = 1, 2,..., k, then we can choose s,+i E S, by Proposition A, since 
0 < P(%(%(E - 2 0 %cn-1,...21)>) G Ph-i(%EN = 0 
and va(,,(or,(E - Z @ F&-1)...21)) is real, such that 
q&-$“,,(E - .z 0 %(n-lb.21)) + i %(%n+,s,...s,(E - Jlo %(n-lbd 
Z=l 
< Ll . (in+J 
Let 
P T&+1 = (E - 2 0 edn-lb.31) A “s,+@ - JY 0 %(n-lb21) 
and 
%+1 = eL(n-l)+l " v7&+1>. 
Let 
Ph+1h = (E - 2 0 %+,I * %,+&(E - ‘r 0 %+A 
and 
%z+h = %dn-lb-21 ” Pn+1 9 Ph+h)- 
Let 
Ph+1) n...z = (E - 22 0 ~in+1)n...(z+1)) * %,+,s,...s,(E - JY 0 ~ti,+1h...(z+1)) 
and 
~in+1)n...z = %&lb21 ” {Pn+1 9 %+1h 3***, %+1h...z~ 
where I = 1, 2,..., n. Then, by (in+& we have 
7b+1 
c %v+?l+,ha...,) < ha+1 3 
i=l 
(ibd 
and 6n+l)a...21 is a family of pairwise orthogonal projections, all of them are 
less than or equal to E. In this way we get a countable infinite family 
% = {Pk(,-I)...,; I = 1, 2 ,..., k and k = 1, 2 ,... } 
of pairwise orthogonal projections, all of them are less than or equal to E, and 
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Also, from our construction of sm, we have a sequence (s,J~=~ C S such that 
P&-&l = (E - 2 0 %(k-l)...(lil)) A %kSk--l...Sz(E - Jz 0 =5&-1b.(1+1)) 
with 1 = 1, 2 ,..., (k - l), and 
P, = (E - Z 0 9&)...21) A ol,,(E - z 0 %c--1)...n), 
where 
%h)...t = *k-1)-%1 u {P7c, Pk(k-1) ,-.a, Pk(k--l)...lh k = 1, 2,.... 
Now let G = E - ,Z @ Fa , then G < E is a projection in 6T. Since y+,(E) > 6 
and cpO(Z @ 3%) < 6, vO(G) = y&E) - v,,(2Y @ F’) > 0. Let i > i be two 
integers with i 3 1, then, since 
cisi . . . . ,,,,G = olsl ... olsiG and 
by property (*) we have 
So we need only to show that 
G A OI~~...,~~+~G = 0. 
Case 1. Ifj=;+ 1, then 
and 
0 < G A OL~<+~G < G < E - .Z @ c9Q(i--1)...21 .
so 
But 
which is orthogonal to .Z @ Fm , so 
G A CX~~+~G = 0. 
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as *... saslG A Olga...& = 0 
for any i #j. This contradicts condition (I). So we have q,, < #. If the 
additional condition holds, then we also have + < y,, , hence q0 N #. 
THEOREM 2. If ol, is injective and as(I) = I for all s E S, then the condition 
(I) implies the existence of a S-invariant normal positive y  E a* such that 
v,, < y. If, in addition, v,(E) = 0 implies M(~,(c@)) = 0 for all E E 8, then 
there exists a S-invariant normal positive v  E CT* such that q+ N y. Moreover, 
if q+ is central then q can be chosen central. 
Proof. Define z,A on 6Y as we did in Lemma 1 and let 91 = & , then g, is 
the required element in 6Y* (by Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 of [3], 
and our Lemma 1). 
Remark. If ols*‘pO < T,, for all s E S, then, in Theorem 2, S need only be 
left amenable, and the additional condition in Theorem 2 is automatically 
fulfilled (replace M by ML in this case). In fact, with the condition “oI~*T~< 4pa 
for all s E S”, condition (I) implies condition (la) of Proposition 3.1 in [3] 
(i.e., g+,(E) > 0 implies inf(cp,(cL,E); s E S> > 0 for all E E g), and the amen- 
ability of S is not necessary in this implication. 
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A projection E in Q! is said to be weakly wandering if there exists a sequence 
&>Er C S such that (oI,,E)~=~ is a family of pairwise orthogonal projections. 
The action 01 is called projection orbital commute (p.o.c.) if for each E E 8, E 
commutes with its orbit O(E) = {ol,E; s E S}. (Note: O(E) need not be a 
commutative set even when cz is p.o.c. If q E GY* is S-invariant normal 
positive, then at least the support of v, E, , commutes with O(E,)). 
The following condition (II) is weaker than (I): 
(II) No weakly wandering projection E in GZ with v,(E) > 0. 
If a: is p.o.c., then the weaker condition (II) is not only a sufficient condition 
but also a necessary condition for the existence of a S-invariant normal 
positive linear functional 9 on 0Y such that q0 < v. We state it as the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If  a: is projection orbital commute, then Condition (II)(re- 
spectively, (II) and “q,(E) = 0 5 M(y,(cu,E)) = 0 for all E E 9”‘) is equivazent 
to the existence of a S-invariant normal positive v  E GF such that v0 < v  
(respectively, v0 N g)). Moreover, if v0 is central then v  can be chosen central. 
Proof. The necessity of (II) is trivial since, if (oI,,E)~==, is a family of 
pair-wise orthogonal projections then q(E) = v(as,E) converges to zero, 
hence TV = 0. Suppose that (II) holds, and define # as we did in Lemma 1. 
If there is a projection E E 9 such that 4(E) = 0 but v,(E) > 6 > 0, then 
construct a projection G and a sequence {sn},“=r C S as we did in the proof 
of Lemma 1 by replacing each “A” (the inf of two projections) by ‘I.” (the 
product of two projections). The projection G and the sequence {sn},“,r C S 
have the properties that &G) > 0 and {~l,~...,~,~G)c==, is a family of pairwise 
orthogonal projections. This contradicts the condition (II). Hence ~a < # 
(respectively, v,, - 4). Let v = & then q is the required element in UZ*. 
COROLLARY 4. If  (L is p.o.c., then (II) is equivalent to the following (II&) 
and (&)I 
(11%) If A E g ((IIb) A E a+), then v,(A) > 0 implies 0 is not in the strong 
closure of {asA; s E S). 
Proof. It is clear that (IIb) + (IIa) 3 (II). Suppose (II) holds then there 
is a S-invariant normal positive cp E 02* such that 4p0 < q (by Theorem 3). If 
A E a+ is such that v,(A) > 0 then v(ar,A) = v(A) > 0 and hence 0 is not 
in the strong closure of (c+A; s E S}. 
Remarks. (a) Let 01 be p.o.c.. From Theorem 3, it is clear that, if 
F,,(E) = 0 implies M(cp,(c~~E)) = 0 f or all E E 8, then (II) and condition (la) 
of Proposition 3.1 in [3] are equivalent. Hence, if ms*qO < ‘po for all s E S, 
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then (II) and condition (la) of Proposition 3.1 in [3] are equivalent and the 
equivalence holds even we do not have the amenability of S in this case. 
(b) Theorem 3 can be considered as a generalization of Theorem 2 
in [2]. 
COROLLARY 5. If  01 is p.o.c. and ols*vo < v,, for all s E S, then the following 
conditions are equivalent to each other. 
(1) There exists a S-invariant normal positive v  E Q!* such that q0 N v. 
(2a) I f  A E B ((2b) A E a+), then y,(A) > 0 * inf{&gA); s E S} :> 0. 
(3a) If A E B ((3b) A E a+), then &A) > 0 3 M(q,(or,A)) > 0. 
(4a) I f  A E.JY ((4b) A E a+) and there exists {sJ~=~ C S such that 
C,“=, OI~,A E LY, then v,,(A) = 0. 
(5) Condition (&) or (IIb) holds. 
(6) Condition (II) holds. 
Proof. It follows Theorem 3, Corollary 4, Proposition 3.1, and Corollary 
3.4 in [3], and the trivial fact of (4a) ti (6). 
COROLLARY 6. If  01 is p.o.c. then the following condition (III) is equivalent 
to the existence of a S-invariant normal positive 9) E GF such that q,, N v: 
(III) I f  E E 9, then vO(E) = 0 o M(y&@)) = 0. 
Proof, If (III) holds and E E B be such that y,(E) = 0, then for each 
~EIM and tES, 
By (III) again, cy,v,-,(E) = 0 for each t E S. Hence 01~*9)o < q,, for all t E S 
and, from Corollary 5, there exists an S-invariant normal positive 9) E GZ* 
such that q,, N v. The converse is trivial. 
Remarks. (a) In Corollary 5 and Corollary 6, our semigroup S need only 
be left amenable (replace M by ML in this case). 
(b) Corollary 6 can be considered as a generalization of Theorem 3 
in [2]. 
As a consequence of our results, we have the following. 
THEOREM 7. 
(i) I f  CL~ is injective and as(I) = If  or all s E S, then the following condi- 
tion (I’) implies the S-Jiniteness of 02. 
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(I’) No nonzero projection E E: B and {s,JEl C S such that 
ct,*E or (u,~E = 0 for n # m. 
(ii) I f  01 is p.o.c. then 
(a) the following conditions (II’), (II’s) and (II’b) are equiwaknt to the 
S-finiteness of CTz 
(II’) No nonzero weakly wandering projection in @. 
(II/a) If 0 # A E B ((II’b) 0 # A E a+), then 0 is not in the strong 
closure of (~4; s E S). 
(b) Th f 11 g e o owin condition (III’) implies the S-jiniteness of 02: 
(III’) For any E E 9’ and x E H, then Ex = 0 o M((cu,Ex, x)) = 0. 
Proof. If G!! is S-finite then for any 0 # A E 02+ there is an S-invariant 
positive normal 9 E d* such that g?(ol,A) = q(A) > 0 for all s E S, hence 0 
is not in the strong closure of {ol,A; s E S}. It is also clear that 
(II/b) 3 (II’s) 3 (II’). 
Suppose that (I’), (II’) and (III’) hold respectively, and let 0 # A E GT+. 
Then there is x,, E H such that (Ax,, x0) > 0. Define q+, E a* by 
W(B) = @x0 3 0 x ) then v. is normal positive and qo(A) > 0. Since (I’), (II’) 
and (III’) hold respectively, (I), (II), and (III) hold respectively for this 
particular q. . By Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and Corollary 6 respectively, there 
is a S-invariant normal positive y E 0Z* such that y. < qx Hence v(A) > 0 
and LY is S-finite. 
Remarks. (a) In Theorem 7(ii) (b), our semigroup S need only be left 
amenable (replace M by ML in this case). 
(b) All of our results in this paper (when S is an amenable semigroup) 
hold true if 01 is changed from an antirepresentation of S to a representation 
of s. 
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